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A Green and Effective Organocatalyst for Faster Oxidation of
Li2S in Electrochemical Processes

Qining Fan, Shilin Zhang, Jicheng Jiang, Wilford Lie, Wei Kong Pang, Qinfen Gu,
Weishen Yang, Huakun Liu, Jiazhao Wang,* and Zaiping Guo*

The search for viable carbon-neutral sources of renewable energy is one of the
most critical challenges in science today. The chemical community is
committed to seeking efficient, inexpensive, and sustainable electrocatalysts
that can exploit the energy produced by sustainable energy resources. Here,
an ethanol organocatalyst, which is green and cheap, that can efficiently
catalyze the oxidation of Li2S in the electrochemical reactions of Li2S cathodes
is identified . This study demonstrates that a multitude of small molecular
organocatalysts will offer electrochemists an elegant tool for accelerating
electrochemical reactions with otherwise unattainable efficiency and
precision. This concept refashions electrochemical domains and has broad
implications for the design of “green” and sustainable chemistry cycles.

1. Introduction

The development of completely carbon-neutral industrializa-
tion requires reducing society’s reliance on fossil fuels by in-
creasing the use of sustainable fuels and identifying chemi-
cal building blocks from renewable sources. Electrocatalysis-
based devices, such as water electrolyzers, fuel cells, and metal–
air/sulfurbatteries, allow the conversion between chemical en-
ergy and electricity that can be used in future systems for the
storage and use of renewable energy.[1] One of the most attractive
choices of electrocatalyst for these processes involves solid ma-
terials (such as metals and carbons), consisting of well-defined
structures and surfaces that provide abundant active sites on
which chemical reactions are accelerated.[2] So far, based on a
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profound understanding of the fundamen-
tal principles of such electrocatalysts, signif-
icant improvements have been achieved in
the design of electrocatalysts with charac-
teristic reactivity, durability, and selectivity,
in order to meet special electrocatalysis pro-
cess needs.[3] Nevertheless, the problem of
handling toxic agents and solvents, compli-
cated catalyst design, the generation of haz-
ardous derivatives, and/or the consump-
tion of scarce sources during conventional
catalyst preparation, are restricting them
from new and widespread applications. Se-
rious research endeavors are thus required
to focus on reconfiguring the electrocata-
lysts to efficiently accelerate electrochemi-
cal reactions in a greener manner than tra-
ditional catalysts, as this remains a signifi-
cant challenge for the fundamental science.

Organocatalysis, or the use of small organic molecules for the
synthesis of natural products, is well recognized as a critical part
of the catalytic toolbox for asymmetric catalysis because, com-
pared with conventional catalysts (i.e., Platinum, Nickel, Carbon,
etc.), they are simpler to design and modify, commercially avail-
able and/or easily synthesized, water and air tolerant, green and
often non-toxic.[4] The 2021 Nobel Prize in Chemistry award to
Benjamin List and David W.C. MacMillan emboldens this asser-
tion. In the past three decades, these multiple advantages have
encouraged the rapid growth and acceptance of organocataly-
sis, but their application in electrocatalysis systems is rarely re-
ported. This is probably because the performance of the specific
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Figure 1. Two models for catalytic oxidation of Li2S. a) Ethanol organocatalyst pre-bonded with Li2S after solvation of Li2S in an ethanol solvent and
disolvation at 100 °C. The Li2S is an ionic compound, so the individual Li+ and S2− ions dissociate and are solvated by the polar solvent (ethanol) and
dispersed throughout the resulting solution, reducing the strong electrostatic forces between them.[8] b) A scheme showing that oxidation of Li2S is
catalyzed by the ethanol organocatalyst, which can pre-bond with Li2S to form a uniform catalyst-Li2S mixture. The ethanol organocatalyst functions
effectively in Li2S oxidation on a molecular scale, thus effectively promoting Li dissociation and accelerating oxidation of solid Li2S, resulting in Li2S
cathodes with high capacity and reversibility. c) A scheme showing that oxidation of Li2S is catalyzed by traditional solid catalysts. Because of limited
solid-solid interfaces between the Li2S and the traditional solid catalyst, most of the Li2S could not contact the traditional solid catalyst surface and so
becomes catalytically inactive, leading to inefficiency in Li dissociation, overall reaction kinetics, and the releasing capacity of Li2S cathodes.

electrocatalytic process has a strong dependence on the
organocatalysts selectivity. Although certain organic molecules
have been leveraged to accelerate electrocatalysis,[5] they should
be regarded as mediators or shuttles, acting as intermediate
electron carriers or reservoirs without changing the transition
state during reaction coordinate.[5b] Notably, the borders in terms
of catalysts science for electrochemistry are no longer strictly
set, and catalysts which are composed of nonmetal organic
molecules can be characterized as organocatalyst. Nevertheless,
no organocatalyst that exhibits high catalytic activity and selectiv-
ity has been developed for greener electrocatalysis to the best of
our knowledge. Developing an effective organocatalyst to meet
this demanding task is of great significance in organic and elec-
trical chemistry.

As a proof of concept, we have recruited a commercially avail-
able ethanol solvent as a green and effective organocatalyst, to
facilitate Li2S oxidation in Li2S cathodes for lithium–sulfur (sul-
phide) batteries. Such a battery must face the formidable chal-
lenge of extremely sluggish oxidation of Li2S in the first charg-
ing process (overcoming the activation barrier) because of dif-
ficulty in Li+ ions dissociation, restricting its potential to work
as high-energy-density battery.[6] As shown in Figure 1, the pre-
bonding between the ethanol organocatalyst and the Li2S in ma-
terial preparation (Figure 1a) can accurately catalyze the Li2S ox-
idation on a molecular scale (Figure 1b), avoiding limited solid-
solid catalytic interfaces in the traditional-solid-catalyzed system
(Figure 1c), to effectively lower the charge potential and overcome
the activation barrier of Li2S cathodes. Based on the spectroscopy,

crystallography, and theoretical calculations, we observed that
when the ethanol molecules meet Li2S particles, ethanol-bonded
Li2S composites form with strong S–H hydrogen bonds be-
tween the −OH groups of ethanol and the S− of Li2S, which
was neglected in previous research of ethanol as an electrolyte
additive.[7] The electrophilic H from the ethanol molecules is in-
troduced into the Li2S enabling the formation of strong S–H hy-
drogen bonds, and thus facilitating a change in the intrinsic elec-
tronic structure of Li2S so as to rapidly dissociate Li ions dur-
ing the catalytic cycle. Interestingly, a new mechanism of amor-
phized transformation from Li2S to S in ethanol-bonded Li2S
cathodes has been revealed by operando technologies. By using
ethanol organocatalyst, the activation barrier of Li2S cathodes was
overcome, decreasing the average charge voltage from 3.69 to
2.34 V, and contributing to increased specific capacity and cycling
performance of Li2S cathodes as well. This work presents an en-
vironmentally friendly, cost-efficient, and effective organocatalyst
for Li2S oxidation and provides important insights for the devel-
opment of next-generation sustainable electrocatalysts.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Understanding the Interaction Between Li2S and Ethanol

To uncover how ethanol interacts with Li2S, first, we prepared
and analyzed the structural variation within two Li2S/ethanol so-
lutions of different concentrations (0.55 m and saturated). 1H Nu-
clear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectra in Figure 2a allow us to
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Figure 2. Interaction of Li2S and ethanol. a) 1H NMR spectra of the ethanol, 0.55 m Li2S/ethanol solution, and saturated Li2S/ethanol solution. b)
FTIR spectra of the ethanol and 0.55 m Li2S/ethanol solution. c) Raman spectra of the ethanol and 0.55 m Li2S/ethanol solutions. d) FTIR spectra of
the ethanol, Ethanol−Li2S, and commercial Li2S (C−Li2S) powder. e) Raman spectra of the ethanol, Ethanol−Li2S powder, and C−Li2S powder. f) XRD
patterns of the Ethanol−Li2S powder, C−Li2S powder, and Li2S reference (CollCode: 56 023). g) S 2p XPS spectra of the Ethanol−Li2S powder and C−Li2S
powder. In the S 2p spectra, each pair of 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 spin-orbit doublets at lower and higher binding energy (BE), respectively, are shown by the
same colour curves for each S chemical environment, and only the 2p3/2 peak will be described as conventional. h) Spectra of negative (left) and positive
polarities (right) in the TOF-SIMS test of the Ethanol−Li2S powder. i) Long-range (left) and short-range (right) PDF analysis of the Ethanol−Li2S powder,
900−Li2S, and C−Li2S powder. The Li–Li, S–S, and S–Li curves were calculated from the Li2S model (CollCode: 56 023) to show the standard distances
of Li–Li, S–S, and S–Li for comparison.

assign the peaks at 3.6 and 1.2 ppm to the CH2 and CH3 groups of
ethanol, respectively.[9] Clearly, the characteristic 1H peak for the
−OH groups moves significantly from 4.7 ppm in pure ethanol
to 5.8 ppm and 6.5 ppm for the 0.55 m Li2S/ethanol solution and
the saturated Li2S/ethanol solution, respectively, because the H
is only from ethanol in the three solutions.[9] Apparently, the in-
creasing broadness of the −OH with the Li2S concentration is
due to reduced molecular mobility, longer molecular tumbling
time, and hence better and stronger contacts between −OH and
Li2S. Such results strongly indicate that the electronic structure of
H in the −OH groups of ethanol molecules is dramatically influ-
enced by Li2S in Li2S/ethanol solutions,[10] forming stronger in-
termolecular S···H–O hydrogen bonds between Li2S and ethanol
molecules due to the Lewis acidic (electrophilic) H in −OH and
Lewis basic (nucleophilic) S in Li2S.[11] Meanwhile, the 7Li NMR
(Figure S1, Supporting Information) also shows that a higher
concentration of Li2S in Li2S/ethanol solutions leads to a down-

field shift of Li in Li2S, demonstrating a slight decrease in the
electron density of Li owing to the S···H–O hydrogen bonds. For
clear comparison, only pure ethanol and the 0.55 m Li2S/ethanol
solution were characterized by Fourier-Transform Infrared spec-
troscopy (FTIR) and Raman spectroscopy (Figure 2b,c). A red-
shift of the stretching vibration of O–H bonds was observed in
pure ethanol and the 0.55 m Li2S/ethanol solution, which indi-
cates that stronger hydrogen bonds are formed between S and
H in the Li2S/ethanol solutions.[12] Notably, a stretching vibra-
tion of S–H bonds can be observed in the Raman spectrum of
the 0.55 m Li2S/ethanol solution (Figure 2c),[13] further support-
ing the proposition that ethanol (−OH group) can strongly bond
with Li2S (−S) through the formation of intermolecular S···H–O
hydrogen bonds.

Employing ethanol solvent to dissolve the Li2S, followed by
evaporation of the ethanol, is a widespread approach to prepar-
ing the solid Li2S cathode.[14] As demonstrated in Figure 2d,e,
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however, both FTIR and Raman spectra of the Ethanol−Li2S sam-
ple (dry powder of Li2S/ethanol solution at 100 °C) show the char-
acteristic vibration peaks of C–H and O–H bonds with ethanol
molecules. It indicates the presence of ethanol molecules in the
Ethanol−Li2S solid powder, even though the powder was pre-
pared at a temperature (100 °C) higher than the boiling point
(78 °C) of ethanol solvents (Figure 2a–c). This is because S in
Li2S is more nucleophilic than O in ethanol,[15] resulting in a
stronger hydrogen bond interaction between Li2S and ethanol
molecules than between ethanol and ethanol molecules. More
importantly, a new stretching vibration attributed to S-H bonds
can be observed in FTIR and Raman spectra of Ethanol−Li2S
(Figure 2d,e)[13] compared with the spectra of ethanol and com-
mercial Li2S (C−Li2S), indicating a strong S···H–O chemical
bond between the ethanol and the Li2S in the dry Ethanol−Li2S
solid powder. It can be concluded that the S···H–O bonds formed
between the Li2S and ethanol molecules, and therefore, have
much higher stability than the intrinsic O···H–O bonds among
ethanol molecules, leaving the residual ethanol molecules in the
Ethanol−Li2S solid powder.

In Figure 2f, the laboratory X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns
of C−Li2S show identical diffraction peaks to the Li2S reference
(CollCode: 56 023).[16] However, only small and broad peaks at the
same diffraction angles of Li2S in C−Li2S are present in the pat-
tern of the Ethanol−Li2S sample, which indicates that the ethanol
molecules can result in low crystallinity of Li2S. In addition, sim-
ilar alcohols and acetone were further used to verify our con-
cept, but only methanol (apart from ethanol) can dissolve Li2S
(Figure S2a, Supporting Information). Methanol, moreover, is
strongly reactive toward Li2S due to highly electrophilic protons
(H) in methanol, so a different crystalline structure is formed dur-
ing drying of the Li2S/methanol solution (Figure S2b, Support-
ing Information). The strongly electrophilic H, needed to form
the intermolecular S···H–O hydrogen bonds with nucleophilic S,
plays a critical role in dissolving Li2S and leaving residual solvent
molecules in the Li2S structure after drying.

In addition, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was em-
ployed to investigate the chemical environments of Li and S ele-
ments in both C−Li2S and Ethanol−Li2S (Figure 2g; Figure S3,
Supporting Information). In the S 2p spectra, the S 2p spec-
trum of C−Li2S demonstrates that the peaks located at 160.0 eV
can be assigned to the S–Li bond, in accordance with the S 2p
peaks of typical Li2S.[17] Nevertheless, in the corresponding S
2p spectrum of the Ethanol−Li2S, a new peak for S is located
at 161.9 eV (1.9 eV higher than that for the S–Li bond), indi-
cating a new chemical environment of S and the loss of elec-
tron density in S, which could be attributed to the influence of
ethanol molecules and formation of O–H···S–Li hydrogen bonds
(Figure 2,e). In addition to this, there is no apparent difference of
Li 1s spectra for the Ethanol−Li2S sample and the C−Li2S sam-
ple (Figure S3, Supporting Information), demonstrating that the
influence of the formation of hydrogen bonds on Li is negligi-
ble. Time-of-flight secondary-ion mass spectroscopy (TOS-SIMS)
analysis in Figure 2h and Figure S4 (Supporting Informatuion)
displays ion fragments of S2−, HS−, C2H5O−, C2H5OHSH−, and
C2H5OHSLi− at mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) = 32, 33, 45, 79, and
85, respectively, in the spectra of negative polarities. Ion frag-
ments of C2H5

+ and Li3S+ were also displayed at m/z = 29 and
53, respectively, in the spectra of positive polarities detected in

the Ethanol−Li2S sample. This result also demonstrates that the
ethanol and Li2S molecules can bind together via O–H···S–Li hy-
drogen bonds.

To further characterize the local atomic structure, pair dis-
tribution function (PDF) analysis was conducted, as shown in
Figure 2i. Specifically, the PDF peaks in C−Li2S show near su-
perimposition of the calculated Li–Li, S–S, and S–Li curves from
the Li2S model, indicating the highly ordered and crystalline
structure of Li2S in the C−Li2S sample. Nevertheless, the damp-
ening of peaks in the Ethanol−Li2S sample is clearly observed
compared with what is observed in simulated Li-Li, S-S, and S-
Li curves, indicating the presence of structural disorder in the
Ethanol−Li2S sample.[18] In the short-range (r ranging from 2.0
to 4.0 Å, Figure 2i), a longer S–Li distance can be observed in the
curve for the Ethanol−Li2S sample compared with the calculated
S–Li bond (green line in Figure 2i), revealing a weaker bond and
a decreased electron density between S and Li. To further con-
firm the result, the Ethanol−Li2S sample was thermally treated
at 900 °C under Ar flow to eliminate the ethanol molecules
(900−Li2S). The PDF curve of the obtained 900−Li2S sample
completely overlaps the curve of the C−Li2S sample (Figure 2i),
which shows a successful re-crystallization of Li2S from its amor-
phous structure. It also shows that the hydrogen bonds between
ethanol and Li2S were destroyed by the high-temperature treat-
ment. It should be noted that although the Ethanol−Li2S is highly
amorphous, the PDF data show a similar atomic arrangement
to the highly crystalline Li2S, based on the simulated pair distri-
bution. According to the aforementioned structural characteriza-
tion, it can surely be concluded that, in the Ethanol−Li2S sam-
ple, ethanol (−OH groups, Lewis acid ions) can effectively bond
with Li2S (S, Lewis basic ions) via the formation of O–H···S–Li
intermolecular hydrogen bonds, resulting in electron transfer
from Li2S to ethanol molecules. This fact indicates that the green
and cheap ethanol potentially acts as an organocatalyst in electro-
chemical processes to accelerate redox reactions of Li2S cathodes.

2.2. Electrochemical Performance of Ethanol-Catalyzed Li2S
Cathodes

To demonstrate that the ethanol can work as an organocatalyst to
catalyze electrochemical oxidation of Li2S, Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs,
900−Li2S/CNTs, and C−Li2S/CNTs materials and electrodes
were prepared from Ethanol−Li2S powder, 900−Li2S powder,
and C−Li2S powder, respectively. 900−Li2S/CNTs electrodes were
used to show the electrochemical performance after complete
removal of the ethanol organocatalyst (based on the TGA-
Ar and FTIR results in Figures S5 and S6, Supporting In-
formation). The results of all electrochemical tests are shown
in Figure 3. Notably, the galvanostatic charge and discharge
curves at 0.1C (1C = 1167 mA gLi2S

−1) in Figure 3a show that
Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs has a much lower average charge voltage
(2.34 V at 600 mAh g−1), which is ≈1.3 V lower than the av-
erage charge voltage for the 900−Li2S/CNTs and C−Li2S/CNTs
(3.62 and 3.69 V respectively at 600 mAh g−1). A small addi-
tional charging platform at ≈3.5 V at the end of charge pro-
cess of the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs can be attributed to oxidation of
a small amount of free Li2S (ethanol-unbonded Li2S), because
oxidation of 900−Li2S/CNTs and C−Li2S/CNTs (pristine Li2S) is
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Figure 3. Electrochemical performance of ethanol-catalyzed Li2S cathodes. Galvanostatic charge and discharge curves of the a) first, b) second, and
c) 20th charge and discharge of the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs, 900−Li2S/CNTs, and C−Li2S/CNTs cathodes at 0.1C. R1,[14b] R2,[24] R3,[25] R4,[26] R5,[27]

R6,[16a] R7,[14c] R8,[28] R9,[17b] R10,[17a] R11,[29] R12,[30] R13,[31] and R14[32] are mid-voltages of the reference reported cathodes in the first charge for
comparison. d) Galvanostatic charge and discharge curves of the following three cycles at 0.5C after the first charge at 0.1C of the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs,
900−Li2S/CNTs, and C−Li2S/CNTs cathodes. e) Cycling performances of the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs, 900−Li2S/CNTs, and C−Li2S/CNTs cathodes at 0.1C.
f) CV curves of the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs, 900−Li2S/CNTs, and C−Li2S/CNTs cathodes. g) EIS spectra of the fresh Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs, 900−Li2S/CNTs,
and C−Li2S/CNTs cathodes. 1C = 1167 mA gLi2S

−1. The capacity calculation is based on the mass of Li2S.

at ≈3.5 V. Except for two platforms at ≈2.3 (for ethanol-bonded
Li2S) and ≈3.5 V (for ethanol-unbonded Li2S), there is no other
platforms in the charge of Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs, demonstrating
that ethanol oxidation reactions (decomposition of ethanol) can-
not occur in the range of the cut-off voltage. Galvanostatic inter-
mittent titration technique (GITT) analysis in Figure S7 (Sup-
porting Information) shows that the C−Li2S/CNTs has a high
overpotential of ≈1.0 V, but there is only ≈0.2 V overpotential
in the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs. The results indicate that the ethanol
organocatalyst can significantly accelerate the Li2S oxidation and
lower the activation barrier in the first charge process of Li2S
cathodes. Compared with previously reported Li2S cathodes con-
taining traditional solid electrocatalysts in references (Figure 3a),
the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs cathode shows the lowest first charge

overpotential, further confirming the great effectiveness of the
green and cheap ethanol organocatalyst. By taking advantage of
this characteristic, more Li2S could be activated below the cut-
off voltage and utilized to deliver a higher specific capacity in
the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs than that in the 900−Li2S/CNTs and
C−Li2S/CNTs.

In addition, in Figure S8a (Supporting Information), a
peak is observed at the beginning of the first charge of the
900−Li2S/CNTs and C−Li2S/CNTs cathodes, demonstrating a
larger activation barrier in the initial charge stage of the fresh
Li2S. This higher overpotential peak is attributed to contamina-
tion on the surface of Li2S particles, or the worse reaction kinet-
ics of initial Li ion dissociation.[19] The Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs, how-
ever, show the absence of an activation barrier at the initial charge
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stage of Li2S (Figure S8a, Supporting Information) because of
the catalytic effect of the ethanol organocatalyst. In Figure S8b
(Supporting Information), higher voltage for Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs
than the 900−Li2S/CNTs and C−Li2S/CNTs at the second dis-
charge plateau can be observed, which means a smaller overpo-
tential for S reduction to Li2S in the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs. The rel-
ative free energy data clearly show that the ethanol organocatalyst
contributes more thermodynamically favorable discharging pro-
cesses (Figure S9, Supporting Information). From the results, we
can demonstrate that the green and cheap ethanol organocatalyst
could not only accelerate Li2S oxidation to S, but also promote S
reduction to Li2S, to achieve higher capacity in both charge and
discharge processes.

Galvanostatic charge and discharge curves of the second
and 20th cycles of the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs, 900−Li2S/CNTs and
C−Li2S/CNTs are shown in Figure 3b,c, respectively, to demon-
strate that the ethanol organocatalyst still funtioned well to accel-
erate the sulfur redox reactions after the first cycle. In the second
and 20th cycles, like the first cycle, the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs con-
taining ethanol organocatalyst shows the hugely different charge
and discharge curves with the lowest overpotential, compared
with the curves for the 900−Li2S/CNTs and C−Li2S/CNTs. The
900−Li2S/CNTs and C−Li2S/CNTs show the similar curves (es-
pecially charge curves), indicating the same uncatalyzed redox
reaction mechanism in the 900−Li2S/CNTs and C−Li2S/CNTs.
Notably, even lithium polysulphide (LiPS) transition mecha-
nism is in the second and 20th cycles of 900−Li2S/CNTs and
C−Li2S/CNTs,[16a,19b,20] the 900−Li2S/CNTs, and C−Li2S/CNTs
still have higher overpotential than the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs in
sulfur redox reactions, apparently demonstrating the ethanol
organocatalyst is powerful and durable in catalyzing the sulfur
redox reactions.

Moreover, the results for cells directly cycled at a current den-
sity of 0.5 C (after the 0.1 C charge to 3.8 V) are shown in
Figure 3d. The 900−Li2S/CNTs and C−Li2S/CNTs exhibit larger
overpotentials and less specific capacity than Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs
at the high current density, firmly supporting the fast S re-
duction kinetics in the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs. In addition, the in-
ferior performance for C−Li2S/CNTs at 0.5 C, compared with
that for 900−Li2S/CNTs at 0.5 C, is possibly attributable to
the large particle size of Li2S with the inhomogeneous mix-
ture of commercial Li2S and CNTs (Figure S10, Supporting In-
formation). In Figure 3e, Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs shows a lower
coulombic efficiency and a quicker drop of specific capacity than
900−Li2S/CNTs at the beginning of the cycling test, which should
be attributed to unstable Li metal interface by a trace of dis-
solved ethanol in the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs cell (Figures S11–S13,
Supporting Information). The ethanol can destroy the stable
SEI causing severe polysulfide shuttle phenomenon, resulting
in low coulombic efficiency at the initial cycling test.[21] After
tens of cycles, the Li metal surface became more stable, and the
Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs cathode shows the best reversibility and su-
perior coulombic efficiency, demonstrating high utilization of S
species by the ethanol organocatalyst (Figure S13, Supporting
Information). Although both 900−Li2S/CNTs and C−Li2S/CNTs
have same highly crystalline Li2S and no ethanol in the Li2S
structure (Figures S14 and S6, Supporting Information), the
Li2S particle size in C−Li2S/CNTs is greatly larger than that in
900−Li2S/CNTs (Figure S10, Supporting Information). Because

of non-conductive nature of crystalline Li2S, the Li2S with larger
particle size in C−Li2S/CNTs can be hardly utilized, causing the
dead Li2S in the charge/discharge of the C−Li2S/CNTs and thus
less capacity and poor reversibility.

The cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves shown in Figure 3f show
a distinct oxidation peak with a much lower voltage value of
≈2.55 V for the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs electrode, compared to those
of the 900−Li2S/CNTs (>3.6 V) and C−Li2S/CNTs (>3.6 V).
An incomplete reduction peak is obvious in the CV curve for
C−Li2S/CNTs, indicating the sluggish interfacial reactions from
S to Li2S due to larger Li2S particles in C−Li2S/CNTs (Figure
S10, Supporting Information).[21b,22] Electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) was further conducted to show charge transfer
resistance, as shown in Figure 3g. The smallest semicircle for the
Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs and the similar and huge semicircles for the
fresh 900−Li2S/CNTs and C−Li2S/CNTs indicate that fast Li2S ox-
idation reactions occurred in the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs cathodes,
but the fresh 900−Li2S/CNTs and C−Li2S/CNTs show similar
and sluggish kinetics in their faradic reactions.[23] To quantita-
tively evaluate the resistances, the Re (the electrolyte resistance)
and Rct (the charge transfer resistance) are measured from the
Nyquist plots (e.g., Figure S15, Supporting Information) and
filled in the Table S1, Supporting Information. The charge trans-
fer resistance of the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs (212.1 Ω) is an order
of magnitude smaller than that in the 900−Li2S/CNTs (1275 Ω)
and C−Li2S/CNTs (1242 Ω), indicating the fast redox reactions in
the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs. The result of EIS is in accordance with
the low activation barrier in the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs cathode and
the similar high barrier in the 900−Li2S/CNTs and C−Li2S/CNTs
cathodes (Figure 3a,b). Overall, the ethanol organocatalyst can ac-
celerate the reaction kinetics of S reduction, and especially Li2S
oxidation with a low activation barrier in electrochemical reac-
tions, resulting in a higher capacity and better reversibility in S
based cathodes and achieving a greener and cheaper high-energy-
density battery.

2.3. Synchrotron Operando and Ex situ Investigation into
Ethanol-Catalyzed Li2S Cathodes

To better investigate and understand the working mechanism
of the ethanol organocatalyst in Li2S cathodes during the cell
operation, synchrotron operando X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
synchrotron ex situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) were
conducted. According to the TGA results (Figure S5, Support-
ing Information), the 300−Li2S/CNTs sample was elaborately
synthesized by thermal treatment of the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs
sample at 300 °C under Ar atmosphere to partially dissoci-
ate the ethanol, followed by an identical electrode preparation
method to other Li2S based electrodes. The collected synchrotron
operando XRD results for Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs, 300−Li2S/CNTs,
and 900−Li2S/CNTs are shown in Figure 4a–c, respectively. At
the beginning of charging, the representative (111) facet of Li2S
cannot be observed in Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs samples because of
the amorphous structure of Ethanol−Li2S, which corresponds to
the previous XRD and PDF results (Figure 2f,i; Figure S14, Sup-
porting Information). A relatively higher crystallinity of the (111)
lattice can be detected in the 300−Li2S/CNTs because partial dis-
sociation of ethanol at 300 °C results in the re-crystallization of
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Figure 4. Characterization of ethanol-catalyzed Li2S oxidation. The results of the synchrotron operando XRD experiments for the first cycle of the a)
Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs, b) 300−Li2S/CNTs, and c) 900−Li2S/CNTs cathodes. The contour plots on the top show the range of 12–15.5° from the XRD
patterns. The colour bars on the right sides show the signal intensity, with the highest in red and the lowest in blue. The line plots of the change of intensity
for the Li2S (111), 𝛽-S8(310), and 𝛽-S8(221) peaks are shown in the middle. The corresponding galvanostatic charge and discharge curves are on the
bottom to show the state of charge and depth of discharge. The results of the synchrotron ex situ soft XAS experiments on the (d) Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs
and (e) 900−Li2S/CNTs cathodes. The sulfur K-edge XAS spectra are shown on the left. The corresponding galvanostatic charge and discharge curves
are on the right to display the corresponding state of charge and depth of discharge. All cells were charged/discharged at the 0.1 C.

unbonded Li2S species (Figures S5–S14, Supporting Informa-
tion). A strong peak intensity attributed to the (111) facet can
be found in the 900−Li2S/CNTs sample, indicating highly crys-
talline Li2S structure in the 900−Li2S/CNTs sample (Figure 2i;
Figure S14, Supporting Information).

Interestingly, no crystalline structure can be observed dur-
ing charging and discharging the Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs cathode,
as evidenced by the relative peak intensity (Figure 4a). For the
900−Li2S/CNTs cathode, however, the intensity of the Li2S (111)
lattice peak gradually decreased, along with the increased in-
tensity of the 𝛽-S8 (310) and 𝛽-S8 (221) lattice peaks as the
charging progressed (Figure 4c), demonstrating the progressive
phase transition from crystalline Li2S to crystalline 𝛽-S8 with-

out the formation of soluble LiPSs.[20,33] Clearly, charging the
300−Li2S/CNTs cathode at the initial charging stage (also the
low charge barrier phase) results in no change in the intensi-
ties at the 2𝜃 positions for the Li2S (111), 𝛽-S8 (310), and 𝛽-
S8 (221) (Figure 4b), resembling the charging process for the
Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs cathode (Figure 4a). However, the intensi-
ties rapidly change at the following charge stage (also the high
charge barrier phase) (Figure 4b), which is consistent with the
charge of the 900−Li2S/CNTs (Figure 4c). Like the Li2S (111),
the Li2S (200) also confirmed the different oxidation behaviours
of the Li2S (Figure S16, Supporting Information). The operando
XRD results for the 300−Li2S/CNTs sample, therefore, indicate
that the low activation barrier is highly related to the charge of

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2023, 33, 2212796 2212796 (7 of 11) © 2023 The Authors. Advanced Functional Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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non-crystalline Li2S, while the high activation barrier is at-
tributable to the charge of crystalline Li2S. Because some ethanol
molecules still existed in the 300−Li2S/CNTs (Figures S5, S6,
Supporting Information), a certain amount of Li2S bonded with
the ethanol would exhibit an amorphous structure of Li2S, which
will initially be oxidised in the activation process, contributing to
the low charge barrier phase compared to that in 900−Li2S/CNTs.
Free Li2S with high crystallinity, however, can only be oxidised
at a high potential to overcome the high activation barrier. In
addition, the (111) facet in 900−Li2S/CNTs can be observed
even after the first charge process (Figure 4c), which means
that not all the Li2S material was fully activated, explaining
the lower specific capacity in 900−Li2S/CNTs (Figure 3a). All
the synchrotron operando XRD results indicate that the ethanol
organocatalyst can induce the transition from amorphous Li2S
to amorphous S, lowering the charge voltage during redox
reactions.

Synchrotron ex situ soft XAS was employed to collect more
information on the operation of the Li2S cathodes. The sul-
fur K-edge XAS spectrum of Ethanol−Li2S suggest the pseudo
LiPS structure in Ethanol−Li2S (Figure S17, Supporting Infor-
mation). Moreover, Figure 4d shows the featured pseudo LiPS
absorption peak of ethanol-bonded S species throughout the
whole charge and discharge process of Ethanol−Li2S/CNTs. This
result demonstrates that the ethanol can bond with S species
and work as an electrocatalyst during the operation of S-based
cathodes, leading to the pseudo LiPS transition mechanism for
Li2S oxidation. The soft XAS results show that the characteris-
tic peaks of pure Li2S disappear at the beginning of charging
900−Li2S/CNTs (Figure 4e). It seems that the soft XAS results
contradict the results of the synchrotron operando XRD for the
900−Li2S/CNTs cathode (indicating that crystalline Li2S is pre-
sented in the whole charge process) (Figure 4c), but this contra-
diction exists because the synchrotron operando XRD can char-
acterize the bulk structure of Li2S particles, while synchrotron
ex situ soft XAS can only provide information from the surfaces
of Li2S particles. The surfaces of the Li2S particles were imme-
diately covered with crystalline S at the start of charging the
900−Li2S/CNTs cathode,[20] leading to difficulty in detection of
the crystalline Li2S by soft XAS. Moreover, the formed S can-
not be observed in the sulfur ex situ XAS K-edge spectra, pos-
sibly due to overlapping with the strong signals of the Lithium
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) salt from the elec-
trolyte.

A schematic illustration of the mechanism behind the Li2S and
Ethanol−Li2S oxidation process is depicted in Figure S18 (Sup-
porting Information). The oxidation of pure Li2S requires a high
charge overpotential and results in the direct formation of crys-
talline S from crystalline Li2S on the unreacted Li2S surface. In
this case, the oxidation of the remaining Li2S core with the thicker
and highly non-conductive crystalline S shell becomes harder,
causing continuous increase of charge voltage, the loss of active
materials and thus, lower capacity in the Li2S cathode. In the case
of the oxidation of ethanol bonded Li2S, the ethanol organocata-
lyst can lead to the transition from amorphous Li2S to amorphous
S. During the reactions, the bonded Li2S species can be rapidly
oxidized with the help of the ethanol organocatalyst to overcome
the activation barrier and fully utilize the Li2S, releasing more
capacity.

2.4. Theoretical Understanding of Ethanol-Catalyzed Li2S
Cathodes

Because the ethanol could dissociate the long-range structure of
Li2S (Figure S19, Supporting Information), further theoretical
calculations were based on the Li2S molecule and the ethanol
molecule to clearly demonstrate the influence of ethanol on
Li2S(x) electronic structure and dissociation behavior. The bind-
ing energies (Figure 5a), electrostatic potential (ESP) distribution
(Figure 5b), and Li dissociation reaction free energy (Figure 5c)
of ethanol bonded S species were analyzed by Density Func-
tional Theory (DFT) calculations. The binding energies between
the ethanol molecule and the respective Li2S, Li2S2, Li2S4, Li2S6,
Li2S8, and S8 molecules are −2.45, −1.85, −1.42, −1.28, −1.27,
and −0.23 eV, respectively (Figure 5a). For the optimised struc-
ture of Ethanol−Li2S, Ethanol−Li2S2, and Ethanol−Li2S4, the H
atoms in -OH groups of ethanol molecules strongly bond with
S atoms in the short-chain LiPSs as shown in Figure 5a because
the strongly nucleophilic S in the short-chain LiPSs can interact
with electrophilic H in the −OH group, supported by the shorter
distance of S and H in those three structures (Table S2, Sup-
porting Information). The highest binding energies, therefore,
could be achieved between ethanol and short-chain LiPSs (Li2S,
Li2S2, and Li2S4). For the electronic structure of Ethanol−Li2S6
and Ethanol−Li2S8, the S atoms are more electroneutral due to
less concentration of Li atoms in the molecular structures, which
leads to a weaker interaction and longer distance between S and
H (Table S2, Supporting Information). The interaction and dis-
tance between O in the −OH group and Li in the long-chain
LiPSs (Li2S6 and Li2S8) contribute more to binding energies of
Ethanol−Li2S6 and Ethanol−Li2S8. The smallest binding energy
of Ethanol−S8 is because the ethanol can hardly bond with the
totally electroneutral S8.

Electrostatic potential (ESP) contour mapping was conducted
from DFT calculations, as shown in Figure 5b. From the ESP
contour mapping, it can be observed that the S atom in Li2S
is highly nucleophilic and the H atom in −OH is highly elec-
trophilic, promoting bonding between the S atom in Li2S and H
atom in −OH of ethanol. Furthermore, the ESP of the S atom
in CH3CH2OH−Li2S becomes more positive (compared with
the S atom in the Li2S molecule), indicating that the ethanol
molecule withdraws electron density from S, consistent with the
results of XPS (Figure 2g). The lower electron density of S in
the Ethanol−Li2S means weaker S–Li bonds (consistent with the
longer S–Li bonds in the PDF analysis in Figure 2i) that make the
breakage of S–Li bonds more thermodynamically favorable and
allow fast Li2S oxidation.

Figure 5c shows that the reaction free energies for the Li disso-
ciation process in pristine Li2S are 1.88 eV, while only 1.13 eV is
sufficient for dissociating Li from the Ethanol−Li2S complex. The
lower reaction free energy for Ethanol−Li2S should be attributed
to the loss of electron density in the S atom (Figure 2g,b), decreas-
ing the strength of the Li–S bond and making the dissociation of
Li ions more kinetically favorable. The results demonstrate that
the green and cheap ethanol organocatalyst can efficiently accel-
erate the Li2S oxidation on a molecular scale, and can overcome
the activation barrier in the first charge of Li2S cathodes to allow
the S-based batteries to have a high-energy-density, and be more
cost-efficient, and environmentally friendly.
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Figure 5. Theoretically understanding reaction mechanism of ethanol-catalyzed Li2S oxidation. (a) Optimised geometric structures and binding energies
of ethanol bonded Li2S, Li2S2, Li2S4, Li2S6, Li2S8, and S8 from DFT calculations. Eb is the binding energy between ethanol and corresponding S species.
b) Electrostatic potential distributions for the Li2S (left), ethanol (middle), and ethanol bonded Li2S (right) molecules obtained by DFT calculations.
Regions with a negative electrostatic potential (ESP) (blue) have a higher tendency for nucleophilic reactions, while electrophilic reactions are more
favorable in regions of more positive ESP (red). (c) The reaction free energies and optimised structures from DFT calculations of the dissociation of Li
ions in the Li2S and Ethanol−Li2S. The yellow, purple, red, grey, and white balls denote the S, Li, O, C, and H atoms, respectively. Er is the reaction free
energy for Li dissociation.
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3. Conclusion

In this study, the ethanol organocatalyst was introduced into the
Li2S structure to form Ethanol−Li2S composites as Li2S cathode
materials. The ethanol organocatalyst can accelerate the reaction
kinetics of S reduction and Li2S oxidation on a molecular scale.
With the ethanol organocatalyst, the activation barrier of Li2S
cathodes was overcome and the first charge voltage plateau was
lowered from 3.69 to 2.34 V, with higher specific capacity and bet-
ter cycling performance obtained simultaneously. The theoretical
and experimental results indicate that the ethanol molecules can
bond with Li2S through the formation of O–H···S intermolec-
ular hydrogen bonds, enabling the loss of electron density in
the S element and thus promoting fast dissociation of Li ions
during the charging process. Synchrotron operando and ex situ
techniques revealed a unique pseudo LiPS transition mechanism
in the oxidation of the ethanol bonded Li2S. This environmen-
tally friendly, cost-efficient, and more effective ethanol organocat-
alyst exhibits high potential for cheaper and greener S-based elec-
trodes in high-energy-density Li–S and S-based Li-ion batteries.
For the further practical research, the high loading electrode and
lean electrolyte need to be considered with the organocatalysts,
and the influence of the organocatalysts on the anode should
also be investigated. This work may guide the development of
a new series of sustainable electrocatalysts from organocatalysts
to meet the challenges in electrochemistry.
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